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power: 5,5 kW
capacity

[ m³ ]

operating 
pressure

[ bar ]

cylinder 
thrust
[ kN ]

blade face 
pressure
[ N / cm² ]

net weight
[ kg ]

" A "
[ mm ]

6,8 120 164 17,3 2.460 3.790

8,5 130 178 18,8 2.700 4.170

9,6 150 205 21,6 2.750 4.500

11,5 180 246 26,0 3.000 5.000

displaced volume: 0,65 m³ 13,3 180 246 26,0 3.200 5.500

capacity charge box: 2,0 m³

400 V, 50 Hz, Rechtsdrehfeld

Mobile-Pack-Bin MPB 405-SN

with self-cleaning BERGMANN system. No regular clea ning under and 
behind the piston required, equipped for roll-on ro ll-off vehicles, 

particularly suitable for wet waste and problematic waste.

MPB 405 - SN / 14

MPB 405 - SN / 8

MPB 405 - SN / 12
14 sek. / 14 sek.

Technical Details:
Integrated single-stage hydraulic power unit. Compaction system: self-
cleaning pendulum piston reaching under the waste material, can be fed 
continuously with material, in every position of piston a huge inlet opening is 
available. No blockage during forward cycle, pack bin and container are 
welded in one single piece up to the discharge opening. The special design 
of the container makes an easy emptying possible. Container is reinforced 
by continuously welded steel section with a distance of 500 mm. The 
pendulum discharge door has a secure double locking device. Painting in 
RAL-colour as desired.

Standard equipment of machine:
* adjustable hooks in longitudinal direction
* pendulum discharge door, secure galvanized double locking device
* single pump
* oil deficiency switch
* prime coat and painting in RAL colour as requested

All indicated dimensions are approximate dimensions ! Subject to technical modifications!

Typenbezeichnung:

electrical connection:

forward/return cycle speed:

MPB 405 - SN / 6

MPB 405 - SN / 10

Technische Daten
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